
Storing backups ‘in the cloud’ makes sense — even more sense when you run one (or many) on-premises OpenStack clouds 
yourself. Designed and developed in collaboration with Google, Mirantis’ new Google Cloud Storage Fuel Plugin lets Fuel 
deploy OpenStack Mitaka (Mirantis OpenStack 9.x) clusters equipped with a Cinder plugin enabling volume backups to Cloud 
Storage. And Mirantis has created a Mistral-based workflow template — easily customized — for automating backups, plus a 
new Fuel Plugin that adds Mistral support to MOS.

Streaming backups to Cloud Storage (instead of storing them on-premise) delivers major benefits:

• Limit onsite hardware and associated costs for backup: Costs of using Cloud Storage for OpenStack volume backups can 
end up being only a fraction of the fully-burdened cost of comparable onsite storage. Savings are enhanced because 
you can use any storage tier, pay only for the storage you’re using, and Google Cloud Storage provides a wealth of online 
management tools for down-tiering, automatic deletion and other tasks to minimize your backup storage footprint and bills.

• Survive disaster: Storing backups in highly-durable, highly-available world-class Google data centers guards it from hazards 
affecting your premise, and makes it easy to restore to any target location.

• Stay encrypted: The  Cinder Backup driver for Google Cloud Storage can store encrypted volumes, and  additional end-to-
end encryption is used for data in motion and at rest. 

• Support compliance: Customers can use Google Cloud Platform services to support their compliance requirements.

• Choice of geographic locations: Backup data can be stored in a variety of locations to meet performance and other needs.

Back up Storage Volumes from On-premises OpenStack 
to Google Cloud Storage
Using Google Cloud Storage for OpenStack volume backups helps business continuity, 
provides flexibility, and converts CapEX to OpEX 

Keep Backup Storage Simple

Using the Fuel Plugin for Google Cloud Storage is simple. 
Installed, it adds Cloud Storage configuration options to Fuel’s 
WebUI, letting you provide Google Cloud Platform credentials, 
service URLs, choose geographic region, storage tier, and 
designate your storage bucket by name before deploying 
your cluster. The Cinder Backup driver works with native LVM 
or Ceph volume storage, imposing no special restrictions on 
cluster configuration, and requiring no extra hardware (i.e., 
there’s no need to configure, or provide hardware for separate 
‘backup nodes’).

Once your cluster is deployed, backups can be performed 
manually via the OpenStack CLI for Cinder, by your own Ops 
automation that accesses python-cinderclient or comparable 
Cinder SDK, or optimally, by means of Mistral workflows 
for which templates are provided by Mirantis. The diagram 
below shows how backing up an inactive volume works: with 
messaging between the volume and the Cinder Backup service 
coordinated by Rabbit via AMQP, and the driver using JSON to 
remotely access the GCS API.
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Configuration options for Google Cloud Storage connectivity as seen in Fuel.
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Mistral Workflows for Automated Backup

Backing up a Cinder volume in use requires taking a snapshot 
for consistency, backing up from the snapshot, confirming the 
backup, and then deleting the snapshot. To save users hassle, 
providing a generalized backup facility that works fast and  
error-free  — Mirantis provides an easy-to-customize template 
that runs under OpenStack Mistral workflow automation. You 
can use the new Mirantis Mistral Fuel Plugin to deploy your 
Cloud Storage-integrated cluster with Mistral support.

The template lets you automate backing up all volumes, 
specific volumes, or volumes associated with a list of specific 
Projects (tenants). It lets you assign a readily-searchable name 
to temporary volume snapshots created by the process, as an 
aid to maintenance. The sample workflow also provides email 
reporting on automated backup status, via encrypted email 
transport.

Enhance OpenStack Agility

Using Google Cloud Storage for backups lets you turn CapEx for storage hardware into highly-tunable OpEx, while protecting 
data better, enhancing business continuity, and reducing operations workload. It also aligns with the goal — shared by many 
OpenStack enterprise users — of taking advantage of other Google storage and compute solutions to hybridize premise 
applications, enhancing resilience, availability, scalability and operational agility. Over the past year, Mirantis has, for 
example, demonstrated the relative ease with which containerized applications, running atop Kubernetes and OpenStack, 
can be ‘burst-scaled’ to Kubernetes pods running on Google Container Engine.

CONTACT
To learn more about the Mirantis Fuel Plugins for Google Cloud Storage and Mistral,  
and more about Mirantis OpenStack 9.x (Mitaka), please visit http://www.mirantis.com.  
Visit http://mirantis.com/partners/google/ to learn more about Mirantis’ ongoing 
collaboration with Google.
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